
	Reflections: 
1. As a leader, what is my role in ensuring this fundamental practice is taking place in my district and 
schools?  
2. What are current barriers that are getting in the way of  successfully implementing this fundamental 
practice systemically in my district and schools? 
3. When I return to my district/school, I will complete the following three action steps to begin 
enhancing our (my and my staff ’s) application of  this fundamental practice: 

a.  ______________________________________________________________________ 
b.  ______________________________________________________________________ 
c.  ______________________________________________________________________ 

Critical Question #1 
What do students need to 
know, understand, and be 

able to do? (Plan) 
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Fundamental Practice 8. High school and grade-level expectations are articulated and aligned within 
and among grade levels and across the district to make certain there are no gaps or unnecessary 
overlaps in those concepts and skills and to ensure a scaffold of  increasing depth, breadth, and 
cognitive complexity.   
As districts design and adopt curriculum and curricular tools, it is important that all learning 
expectations are clearly articulated within and among grade levels to eliminate gaps or unnecessary 
overlaps within content areas or grade levels, between grade levels, and when numerous courses are 
offered in one content area. This alignment supports designing and delivering the curriculum in a 
meaningful sequence or a vertical progression to provide a scaffold of  learning opportunities for students. 
It also helps students to incrementally and developmentally acquire all the expected concepts and skills 
and build on prior learning.  

 
 
Guiding Questions: 
•  How has the district eliminated gaps or 

overlaps in the scope and sequence of  
expected concepts and skills in the district 
curriculum? 

•  Does the district curriculum build a scaffold 
of  increasingly difficult levels and complexity 
of  concepts and skills through learning 
progressions? 

What do leaders need to 
know and be able to do?  
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Connect to Resources 
For additional resources on curriculum development, visit the fundamental practice #8 section of  the toolkit.  

How can leaders ensure grade-level 
expectations are articulated and aligned 

within and among grade levels?  

	

“Effective school leaders create a culture of  
continuous improvement in which teachers examine 
students’ work and determine how to help students 
meet higher standards.” http://www.sreb.org   

Vertical teaming is one such way to accomplish 
this goal. Leaders must dedicate time, develop 
structures, and provide resources to support the 
process.   

Aransas Independent School District  

To meet higher standards, schools within the Port 
Aransas Independent School District in Texas, 
integrate vertical teams to ensure students are 
prepared for college and career.  Every six weeks 
instructional leaders meet in school teams to discuss 
essential issues such as developing a common 
vocabulary, grading system, curriculum alignment 
and instructional strategies, instructional rounds, 
building teacher camaraderie and preparing for new 
assessments.   
 
When developing an aligned curriculum within 
ELA, for example, team members first increased 
their skills by completing a book study, and then 
collaborated on development of  essential strategies 
for teaching and dissemination. Here educators 
believe it is critical to know and understand the 
expectations and how to incorporate essential 
strategies in both grade levels below and above the 
targeted level. Since incorporating this approach, the 
district has met with great success by consistently 
scoring above the state’s average of  end-of-course 
exams. 
http://www.sreb.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/
13v10w_bestpractices_effectiveleaders.pdf   

Professional Learning Communities &  
Vertical Teaming  

 To support articulation and alignment of  grade-level 
expectations, principals should create an environment that 
supports vertical teaming, according to Dufour (2008). 
Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) that are 
vertically aligned consist of  teams working alongside 
educators at grade levels within, above and below their own 
in order to determine the following:  

•  Skills and knowledge needed for the grade level students 
will enter and share ideas on supporting student success 
in getting there.    

•  Assessments needed to monitor student progress in 
acquiring skills and knowledge.  

•  Collaboration on the design of  assessments among the 
vertical teams towards achieving a common 
understanding of  student needs.  

•  Guidance from grade level teams below on the areas in 
which students struggle as well as the strategies that were 
used both with and without success. For example, “forty 
percent of  the students struggle with making transitions 
between paragraphs” could assist a team focusing its 
efforts on ways to increase achievement. 

http://www.allthingsplc.info/blog/view/41/working-in-vertical-
teams  

Team Structure – Common threadsamong teams include:  
ü  Use common language relating to design, skills, 

techniques, etc.  
ü  Determine gaps in student knowledge, who will 

address them and how.   
ü  Start planning with the highest grade level and work 

backwards to build action plan.  
ü  Connect new learning to what students already know.  
ü  Share everything, including barriers, ideas, and 

resources. 
 http://www.teachhub.com/vertical-teaming-essential  


